Committee Positions Descriptions
Scoring Stations
Stationary Scorers take scores of the players every 3 holes, they will sit on the
greens of holes 3, 6, 9,12,15,18 and take the scores down on a clipboard to not
hold up play and then quickly after put them into the handheld device for the
world to see. Holes 9, 18 need to be the quickest process as the scoring officials
cannot score until the scores are entered.

Riding Scorers
Riding Scorers will be assigned to be with each group of Contestants and
required to keep scores and statistics for all three (3) players in the group. They
will be riding with the third player in the group, taking that 4th seat in the two
carts. All Scorers MUST have a strong understanding of golf and ability to track
scores and penalties for all three (3) players using an electronic scoring device.
Riding scorers will use a two-way radio to communicate with the Scoring Control
Committee.

Leaderboards
Committee members will post the Contestant’s scores on the Leaderboards that
will be located throughout the golf course. Volunteers on this committee must
be able to climb a ladder to reach the Leaderboard platform as well as to post
scores of the contestants on the board.

Place me where needed/support staff/runner
We will need help with assorted tasks, troubleshooting, communications
between committees on course.

Tee Refreshments
Committee members will be responsible for distributing coolers of refreshments
throughout the golf course for the contestants. Coolers will also need to be
replenished throughout the day and collected upon completion of play. Will
also be responsible for collecting the trash bags on the tees and around other
areas. Work on this committee can be very strenuous and vigorous. Volunteers
registering for this committee must be able to lift heavy coolers and product.
Carts will be used to distribute coolers and
for replenishing product throughout the day.

